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It’s time
to get

published!

Tell us your stories and see your
name in Perspectives magazine.
Please let us know if you have
• been promoted or accepted a new
professional position
• had a major article or book published
• been appointed to a committee or
board of directors
• conducted research
• received any special awards
or recognition
We want to read about your achievements, so please
submit your information by email by October 23, 2015.
If possible, include a high-resolution, original photo in
a jpeg or tiff format.
So we can continue to send you Perspectives and other
important college and alumni information, please update
your contact information regularly by emailing us.
We look forward to hearing from you.

studentaffairschcs@nova.edu
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ON THE COVER
2014–2015 Center for Academic and Professional Excellence (CAPE) Graduates and Representatives from the Executive Council: from left, Kristi Ricks,
M.O.T., OTR/L, Occupational Therapy, University School (LMA); Patricia Gaffney, Au.D., Audiology, Main Campus (LMA); Gustavo A. Reinoso, Ph.D., OTR/L, Occupational Therapy, Tampa Campus(TLA); Julia Andrews, Au.D., Audiology, Main Campus (TLA); Victor Quinones, M.S., PA-C, EMT, Physician Assistant, Orlando Campus
(TLA); Rick Davenport, Ph.D., OTR/L, Occupational Therapy, Tampa Campus (HP); John Rafalko, Ed.D., PA-C, Executive Council; Jerry Coverdale, O.T.D., OTR/L,
CHT, Occupational Therapy, Main Campus (TLA); Dennis McCarthy, Ph.D., OTR/L, Occupational Therapy, Tampa Campus (LMA); Rose Colon, Ph.D., Health Science,
Online Programs (HP); Alicia Bolden, M.P.A.S., PA-C, Physician Assistant, Main Campus (LMA); Sonia Kay, Ph.D., OTR/L, Executive Council Chair
2014–2015 Center for Academic and Professional Excellence (CAPE) Graduates Not Pictured: Jennifer Bencsik, M.H.A., RRT, Cardiopulmonary, Palm Beach
Campus (HP); Albert Coombs, M.A., PA-C, Physician Assistant, Fort Myers Campus (HP); Julie Keena, D.H.Sc., PA-C, (formerly) Fort Myers Campus (HP); Kenny
McCallum, M.P.H., CHES, Clinical Education, Main Campus, (LMA); Robert Moody, M.S.-RIMS, RVT, Cardiovascular Sonography, Tampa Campus (HP, TLA);
Kimberly B. Smith, D.P.T., PT, Physical Therapy, Main Campus (TLA); Donna Williams-Newman, D.N.P., M.S.N., R.N., Nursing, Miami-Kendall Campus (TLA, LMA)
LMA: Leadership and Management Academy
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Dean’s Message

Fal

In the words of American physicist Fritjof Capra, “The more complex
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the network is, the more complex its pattern of interconnections, the
more resilient it will be.” Nowhere is this idiom truer than in the
College of Health Care Sciences (CHCS). With 10 distinct health care
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disciplines and 28 degree programs represented among its offerings,
the college boasts one of the most multifaceted and diverse sets of
academics at Nova Southeastern University.
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Strategically located at seven NSU campuses, the College of Health Care Sciences showcases
an expansive geographical reach that adds to its uniqueness and complexity. Today, the college
offers programs represented by disciplines such as anesthesiologist assistant, athletic training,
audiology, exercise and sports science, occupational therapy, physical therapy, physician assis-
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tant, respiratory therapy, sonography, and speech-language pathology.
The College of Health Care Sciences, however, exists not only to serve our internal interests,
as we are responsive to the needs of external stakeholders as well. Federal legislation, such as
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, has accelerated the need for more health pro-
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fessionals to serve the populace as the increasingly complex health care environment demands
greater access for its constituents. Accordingly, the college has embraced the challenge of producing a miscellany of proficient health professionals that are academically prepared and adequately trained to meet society’s health care needs. But the clarion call in today’s health care
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marketplace is also for health care professionals to work more closely together as members of
teams, eschewing the individualism and siloism that health care practice generally promotes.
Appropriately, the drive toward interprofessional education and practice has taken on greater
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importance in recent years. Significantly, opportunities abound for collaborative and interprofessional ventures among all our programs at all our campuses, and the college is dedicated to
fostering a milieu that maximizes those possibilities. Ongoing efforts include the launching
of best-practice initiatives in interprofessional education and practice, hybridization, patient
simulation, patient standardization, and innovative clinical education models.
As you leaf through this edition of Perspectives, I encourage you to embrace the vision of build-
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ing a college that exudes inclusivity and is “recognized as a local, national, and international
leader in health care education through excellence and innovation in teaching,
scholarship, and service.”
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Stanley Wilson, Ed.D., PT, CEAS
Dean, College of Health Care Sciences
Nova Southeastern University
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Chancellor’s Communiqué
Each year, as we progress into the summer
season, I always feel an immense sense of
pride and wonderment as I watch members of my family—namely our graduating
students—walk across the stage to receive
their hard-earned diplomas during the
various Health Professions Division (HPD)
commencement ceremonies.
At the same time, however, I also have the privilege of welcoming a
large number of bright, new faces to our numerous HPD programs.
When I greet our incoming classes each year, I traditionally say,
“You are no longer in competition with one another. You’ve successfully competed to get into these seats that many thousands of
individuals, depending on the program, also tried to attain.”
As new students, it’s important for them to understand they now
have a responsibility to obtain, and then apply, the knowledge they
receive at NSU. This will ensure they become the best health care
providers they can be and provide an opportunity for their
patients to have a more prosperous and privileged life experience
in regard to staying healthy.
I truly believe it’s an exciting time for health care in general. It’s
also reassuring for our students to know that—based on various
job reports—7 of the top 10 job opportunities in the United States
over the next several decades are going to be in health care.
As we begin the new academic year, it’s my impression that the
students who just began their HPD educational experience add a
degree of excitement and an atmosphere of zeal that excites not

Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission
on Colleges to award associate’s, baccalaureate, master’s,
educational specialist, doctorate, and professional degrees.
Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern
Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call 404-6794500 for questions about the accreditation of Nova
Southeastern University.
Nova Southeastern University admits students of any
race, color, sex, age, nondisqualifying disability, religion
or creed, sexual orientation, or national or ethnic origin
to all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities
generally accorded or made available to students at
the school, and does not discriminate in administration
of its educational policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other schooladministered programs.
07-126-15SAT
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only those of us who represent the NSU administration, but also
our faculty members. It ignites the feeling that we are all doing
something truly worthwhile for our students.

Frederick Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D.
Chancellor, Health Professions Division
Nova Southeastern University
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BOUNDARY-SPANNING

LEADERSHIP
LIVING THE NSU CORE VALUES THROUGH
COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
BY TERRY MORROW NELSON, PH.D.
ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

The College of Health Care Sciences is a leader in boundary-spanning
leadership. With 28 degree programs located on 7 campuses and online,
the CHCS is committed to engaging faculty and staff members and students as leaders in their academic fields, professions, and community.
As our society becomes more diverse and issues become increasingly
complex, organizations—especially institutions of higher
education—are charged with the task of preparing
emerging professionals to understand diverse
practices, perspectives, and ideas. The
Center for Creative Leadership (CCL)
describes boundary-spanning
leadership as “Leadership that
bridges boundaries between
groups in service of a larger
organizational vision,
mission, or goal.” 1
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Researchers at the Center for Creative Leadership
have identified five boundaries2 that impede the

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

effectiveness of organizations and systems:

Mary Blackinton, Ed.D., PT, GCS, program

n	Vertical Boundaries—hierarchical lines

in Tampa, was selected to speak on the core value

within organizations
n	Horizontal Boundaries—the lines that
divide organizations, disciplines, departments, and product lines
n	Stakeholder Boundaries—the varying
perspectives, goals, needs, and roles of clients,
partners, vendors, regulators, and others who
are connected to the organization
n	Demographic Boundaries—differences that
emerge from an individual’s identity, such as
generational, gender, religious, educational,
cultural, physical ability, skills, and training
n	Geographic Boundaries—the influence of
different regions, cultures, and physical locations
Within the College of Health Care Sciences, it is a
leadership mindset that develops the capacity of
the system—students, faculty and staff members,

director of the Hybrid Entry-Level D.P.T. program
of academic excellence at the NSU Team 2020
Celebration earlier this year.
“My most profound experiences in achieving
academic excellence have occurred when people
come together around a common purpose,”
Blackinton said. She described academic excellence as the “purposeful pursuit of setting, and
then attaining, high standards. It is also not a
solitary endeavor.”
The College of Health Care Sciences has numerous
initiatives designed to cultivate academic excellence. One initiative is the CHCS Center for
Academic and Professional Education (CAPE),
which incorporates the college’s various academies: Teaching and Learning Academy (including
the Hybrid Institute), Leadership and Management Academy, Academy for Career Enrichment,
and Research Academy.

and stakeholders—to improve health care in our

The Teaching and Learning Academy is designed

community. This is done, in part, as we work

to prepare highly qualified clinicians to leverage

collectively to align our efforts with NSU’s Core

best practices in teaching and learning in an effort

Values, which are as follows:

to create highly engaging and effective academic

l Academic Excellence
l Student Centered
l Integrity
l Innovation
l Opportunity
l Scholarship/Research
l Diversity
l Community

experiences. The new Academy for Career
Enrichment is designed to cultivate the leadership
skills of the college’s staff members toward the
goal of empowering all employees to contribute
and serve at their highest level.
Sandee Dunbar, D.P.A., OTR/L, assistant dean
of professional development, commented on
the intentional way the program promotes
boundary-spanning experiences. “Crossing
professional lines in workshops, seminars, and
formal courses gives participants from different
disciplines an avenue to dialogue about academic

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 5
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aspects that impact us all,” she explained. “The

has created multiple initiatives to promote student

results have been interprofessional collaborations in

engagement, development, and success. One such

teaching, research, and leadership, as well as improved

initiative is the Graduate Professional Success (GPS)

skills in the classroom and increased scholarship

Series, which provides workshops on topics selected by

within the college.”

students—such as time-management skills, test-taking

One example is the Health Professions Educational
Research Symposium (HPERS). The event brings
together individuals from multiple health care profes-

skills, study skills, building a professional network, and
financial management.
The workshops are streamed via videoconferencing

sions to share and discuss the latest research in prepar-

technology to all NSU campuses. Additionally, students

ing the next generation of health care professionals.

can view the workshops online from their home or

“Our ability to achieve academic excellence is intricately
tied to our connectivity with one another, because

office using Zoom technology. “This is a unique initiative at NSU, with the goal of helping to support students’

collaboration leads to excellence,” said Blackinton,

transition into graduate and professional life,” said

who serves as one of the symposium’s key coordinators.

Jonathon May, M.A., assistant director of student affairs
and coordinator of the GPS Series. “We have seen
students struggle in some of the areas and have built

STUDENT CENTERED

this program to meet their expressed needs.”

At NSU, students are the focus of our priorities, efforts,

One issue that was brought to the college’s attention was

and resources. Faculty and staff members recognize that
we are stewards of student success and professional
development. To that end, the Office of Student Affairs

writing skills. Through a partnership with the Health
Professions Division Library, the Office of Student
Affairs developed the CHCS Effective Writing Center.
The center offers in-person and online support for
students at the seven campuses in Florida with
CHCS programs, as well as for those taking
courses online. While some university
writing center models offer an editing
service, the center’s writing coaches focus
on working with the students to improve
their writing skills and promote their
ongoing development. Most students return
for additional coaching and assessments and
show high levels of both student satisfaction
and student learning.
Student leaders drive the initiatives,
resource allocations, and services offered
to their peers. Rather than provide for the
students, the Office of Student Affairs’
team goal is to develop and serve with the
students. As a result, student government
leaders learn the importance of assessing the

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 6
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needs and interests of their peers prior to designing
events and opportunities, while learning and practicing
the art of strategic planning.
At the end of the year, two student leaders are invited
to serve as leadership consultants to assess the impact
and value of the Office of Student Affairs. The students
survey their peers across the campuses and invite
feedback regarding the areas of strength and the areas
of opportunity for further development. Based on the
student feedback received, the leadership consultants
present their findings and make recommendations on
how the office can continue to serve students better.
Finally, in an effort to support students who receive
clinical rotation placements in rural communities,
the college created 13 different student-housing
options throughout the state of Florida to support
students’ clinical training experiences and promote
interprofessional engagement. Students from different
academic programs or campuses support and learn
from one another as they transition to their new
community and clinical environments. “For many
students, sharing an apartment is a healthy and positive
space that enhances academic pursuits and promotes
opportunities for personal, social, and spiritual
growth,” said Kenny McCullum, M.P.H., CHES,
director of clinical education.

W

ithin the College of Health

INTEGRITY
All new College of Health Care Sciences students
who attend orientation participate in a rite of passage,
during which they receive their official NSU pin
and read the College of Health Care Sciences Creed
together. One of the creed’s seven elements is integrity,
and it is noted within the creed that this value stands

Care Sciences, it is a leadership
mindset that develops the
capacity of the system—students,

faculty and staff members, and

above all others.

stakeholders—to improve health

Every year, student teams from different academic

care in our community.

programs participate in the college’s Ethics Bowl.

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 7
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Each team has a coach who works with the students prior

and staff members charged with thinking across

to the event to help the students prepare to apply profes-

professional, generational, disciplinary, and geographic

sional standards and ethical principles to some of today’s

boundaries to find interesting intersections between

most complex health care challenges. Faculty members

best practices and research that can contribute to our

serve as coaches, judges, and moderators during an

communities’ most pressing needs. “The goal is for

evening event filled with rich conversation. Students

members of the college to dream big about the college’s

who are not on the Ethics Bowl teams come to the event

future without regard to existing limitations or

to listen to the arguments and cheer on the teams.

constraints,” Wilson said.
The college’s Hybrid Entry-Level D.P.T. and Entry-Level

INNOVATION

O.T.D. programs in Tampa are among the first in the

Based on the findings of the Center for Creative Leader-

provides individuals who are unable to physically

ship, the need for innovation is reported to be the top
strategic priority for organizations. Considering a list of
societal trends, 92 percent of senior executives selected
innovation as the most important driver of their
organization’s strategy in the next five years.
Stanley Wilson, Ed.D., PT, CEAS, has been deliberate in
cultivating innovation within the college. When he was
named the college’s dean in October 2013, he created the
Bright Ideas Team. Essentially, this is a cohort of faculty

nation to offer a rigorous academic experience that
relocate due to family or professional responsibilities
with the opportunity to become physical therapists
and occupational therapists. The programs use the
latest technology and innovative practices to allow
students to practice their skills, synthesize knowledge,
and give and receive feedback on weeks in which they
are away from campus.
Blackinton is the founder of the hybrid physical therapy
program, which is currently in its fourth year of
existence. When she talks about spanning
the boundaries of physical therapy education, geographic roots, and technological
practices, she points to the need for continuous learning and adaptability. She describes
the journey and the process of perfecting
this innovative form of learning by saying,
“We learn, we struggle, we work, and we
learn some more.”
Seeking to learn, wrestling to press through
obstacles, and finding innovative solutions
is in the DNA of the College of Health
Care Sciences.

OPPORTUNITY
Every year, student teams from different academic
programs participate in the college’s Ethics Bowl.

The college seeks to continuously expand
the possibilities available to students. One
example regarding how faculty members are
paving the way for student leadership and

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 8
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Another example is the Interprofessional
Diabetes Education and Awareness (IDEA)
initiative, which was recently awarded a
Quality of Life Grant from the Quality of Life
Council of Broward County. The initiative’s
goal is to leverage the full strength of the
system to decrease the incidences of diabetes
and diabetes complications in South Florida.
The program is designed to foster interprofessional collaboration by bringing together
students and faculty members from 11 health
professions to create diabetes workshops for
the community.
As the students work together to develop and
present their workshops, focus-group data shows
they are learning about one another’s professions,
which creates a cross-pollination of knowledge and
collegiality. It also spans the hierarchical lines of faculty
member-student collaboration. Students have the
opportunity to be mentored by a faculty member
outside their academic area, thereby expanding their
network and knowledge-base.
learning has emerged in the Tampa O.T.D. program.
Under the leadership of Ricardo Carrasco, Ph.D.,
OTR/L, professor and founding chair, and Mirtha
M. Whaley, Ph.D., OTR/L, assistant professor, class
of 2015 students inaugurated The Legacy Project,
which they entitled Scholars for the Advancement

The IDEA initiative has also created opportunities
for groups from diverse sectors of society—such as
corporations, insurance companies, drug companies,
civic organizations, municipalities, religious institutions,
and social service agencies—to partner to achieve a
common purpose.

of Occupational Science.
“The association aims to inspire, promote, and contribute to the study of occupational science within the
global community through its activities that include,
but are not limited to, the publication of a scholarly
journal—the Journal for the Advancement of Occupational Science,” said Carrasco. “The journal serves as
a platform for contributors from around the world—
including current students, recent graduates, occupational therapy practitioners, and professionals from a
variety of disciplines—who wish to disseminate research
and promote discourse within the fields of occupational
science and occupational therapy.”

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 9

SCHOLARSHIP/RESEARCH
Traditionally, addressing social issues such as human
trafficking is seen as a role for law enforcement or
social-service organizations. However, Brianna
Kent, Ph.D., chair of the Ph.D. in Health Sciences
program, and Sandrine Gaillard-Kenney, Ed.D., CHCS
assistant dean, saw an opportunity to tackle this issue
by partnering with local community agencies, advocacy groups, and law enforcement to learn how health
care providers can become partners in helping victims
of human trafficking.
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After three years of building bridges, educating,
and assessing their work, they received a $150,000
grant to develop the Coalition for Research and
Education Against Trafficking and Exploitation
(CREATE) within the College of Health Care
Sciences. “A major goal of CREATE is to prevent
human trafficking through education and research
at the local, national, and international levels,”
said Kent. “CREATE is also building collaborative
relationships among NSU academic units and with
external community partners to offer services that
will improve the quality of life for victims and
survivors of labor and sex trafficking.”
In support of research, the college offers the CHCS
Research Academy, which is designed to prepare
quality clinicians to expand their research skills.
Faculty members from any of the college’s degree
programs are invited to participate. As they build
and flex their research muscles, the participating
faculty members engage with their colleagues around
topics that interest them. The academy is an intentional incubator for new research projects to emerge
that are transdisciplinary and bridge the geographic
chasms that can often impede interprofessional
collaboration and learning.

A

nother community

service is the NSU Fall

Clinic at the main campus,

where students and faculty
members from seven
professions come together
with the single goal of

DIVERSITY

helping patients decrease

NSU is a minority-majority campus situated in a

their likelihood of falling.

community that is increasingly diverse. At our
various orientation sessions, students are encouraged
to seek out the differences in their classmates and
show intellectual curiosity regarding the cultural,
religious, socioeconomic, physical ability, and
generational differences that exist among themselves.
These differences are representative of the variances
they will see in their future patients.

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 10
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The College of Health Care Sciences also hosts the

are served through health screening events, nutritional

Multicultural Affairs Committee, which consists of

counseling, HIV and STD testing by the local public

students and faculty and staff members who design

health department, pediatric dental screening by local

experiences to engage peers around diversity issues.

pediatric dentists, and insurance counseling by Afford-

One annual event is the Intercultural Marketplace—

able Care Act specialists,” said Kyrus Patch, PA-C, PA

an event in which students and faculty and staff

program chair. “Additionally, students collect new and

members bring dishes that are traditional in their

used bicycles, clothing, and computers for a popular

home culture or heritage. Other events hosted by the

giveaway drawing. These students give hope and

committee are Women’s History Month, Men’s History

service to an underserved community.”

Month, SafeZone training on LGBT issues, Hispanic
Heritage Month, and Black History Month events.

Another community service is the NSU Fall Clinic
at the main campus, where students and faculty
members from seven professions come together with

COMMUNITY
Students at the College of Health Care Sciences contributed thousands of hours of community service
through events planned by student leaders, in addition
to the many hours of service offered through their
clinical rotations and participation in community
health fairs. One shining example of how NSU students
and faculty members are leveraging their skills and
resources to serve the community occurs annually in
Immokalee, Florida.
Project SEED (Serving Everyone, Embracing Diversity)
is a student-led initiative in which students in the NSU
Physician Assistant (PA) program—Fort Myers develop,
coordinate, sponsor, and host a health fair in Immokalee. Over the past two years, the Fort Myers nursing
students have served alongside the PA students. “Hundreds of residents in this migrant farming community

the single goal of helping patients decrease their
likelihood of falling. This clinic provides students with
the opportunity to work alongside faculty members
while addressing myriad issues and treatments involved
with fall prevention. It also offers faculty members an
opportunity to share their expertise and cross the
professional boundaries that inhibit collaborative
learning, reflection, and practice.
The College of Health Care Sciences is breaking the
barriers that impede excellence, stall progress, and
inhibit innovation. By spanning professional, geographic, cultural, hierarchical, and institutional
boundaries, the college has grown to become the
most expansive within NSU’s Health Professions
Division. As faculty and staff members and students
strive to adhere to NSU’s Core Values, the College of
Health Care Sciences serves as a model of collaborative
learning, teaching, research, and service. n

REFERENCES:
Ernst C., Yip J. (2009). Boundary spanning leadership: tactics for bridging social boundaries
in organization. In T. Pittinsky (Ed.) Crossing the Divide: Intergroup Leadership in a World
of Difference. Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard Business School Press.
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Leadership White Paper.
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Student Affairs

C

Reflections from a Graduate Assistant
It’s hard to believe that just three

surprise, I became part of a kind and supportive office

years ago I was a wide-eyed

and quickly learned how to juggle my new responsibili-

newbie in the halls of the Health

ties as a full-time student and part-time office worker.

Professions Division, ready to
embark on my four-year Doctor
of Audiology journey. I remember
how nervous and excited I was
to face the new challenges of
By Judith Lynch,
B.S., B.A.
Graduate Assistant,
Office of
Student Affairs

graduate school, even though they
seemed quite daunting at the time.
I’m not sure what was more
intimidating—the 80 percent final
grade required to pass each class
or the fact that, unlike undergraduate classes, the first day of class
was not solely reserved for going
over the syllabus.

All of it represented a total change in pace from my
undergraduate experience, and I really wanted to prove
to myself, my family, and my teachers that I was up to
the demands and could succeed.
I clearly remember my first day of orientation, which
included meeting classmates who would quickly become
my family members, meeting professors, and getting to
know more about my new university. Even from my first
day, I observed Terry Morrow Nelson’s gentle and kind
personality and Jonathon Infante-May’s hilarious and
gregarious persona. Little did I know that I would soon
become part of their team.
Shortly after beginning my doctoral studies, I was hired
as the graduate assistant for the Office of Student Affairs.
Although I truly didn’t know what to expect or know if
I could reasonably handle demanding coursework and
a part-time job, I was up for the challenge. To my happy

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 12

I learned so much in my time working as a graduate
assistant for the Office of Student Affairs. In this role,
I gained a deeper appreciation for all the behind-thescenes planning that goes into making each and every
event a successful reality. Over time, I grew more
confident as I communicated with students, staff and
faculty members, and individuals within the community. I gained a better understanding and appreciation
for all the other health professions, and I now have more
of an appreciation for interprofessional collaboration.
Furthermore, I learned the art of living a balanced life.
The knowledge and experiences I have acquired have
not merely been helpful to me in my role in the Office
of Student Affairs, but will also carry over to my future
success as an audiologist.
My three academic years have flown by, and soon
I will be off to complete my clinical audiology
externship year at All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg, Florida. Of course, I will miss my wonderful
audiology faculty members and classmates who have
mentored, shaped, and influenced me in more ways
than they will ever know. Just as significantly, I will
miss the smiles that greeted me daily as I walked into
the Office of Student Affairs and the kind individuals
who I interacted with, both within the department
and within the university at large.
My years within the Office of Student Affairs will always
remain a fond memory. I wholeheartedly thank my
wonderful Office of Student Affairs team members for
their consistent support, gentle encouragement, and
unwavering belief in me. n
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CAPE Corner
BY SANDEE DUNBAR, D.P.A., OTR/L, FAOTA, CAPE COORDINATOR

Academy Graduates Present at HPERS
The college’s Center for Academic and Professional Excellence
(CAPE) leaders continue to support and promote faculty
member development in a variety of ways. The Teaching
and Learning, Leadership and Management, and Research
Academies run throughout the school year and have resulted
in many faculty members advancing their academic skills.
Gustavo Reinoso, Ph.D.,
OTR/L, Teaching and
Learning Academy graduate

Several academy graduates presented at the 2015 Health
Professions Educational Research Symposium. They were
Gustavo Reinoso, Ph.D., OTR/L; Keiba Shaw, Ed.D., M.P.T.;
Suzana Simoes, D.P.T.; Debra Stern, D.B.A., D.P.T.; Kris
Winston, Ph.D.; and John Rafalko, Ed.D. n

New Academy Initiative
The Academy for Career Enrichment, scheduled to launch this
fall, will focus on the professional development needs of staff
members. The four-module sequence will consist of policies
and procedures, effective office communication, teamwork,
leadership development, and other topics that will enhance
skills. Each module will include one or two face-to-face
sessions that will be augmented by Blackboard activities. n

Executive Council Elects New President
Sonia Kay, Ph.D., was elected president of the CAPE Executive
Council in March. The Executive Council serves as a decisionmaking body for the academy processes within the college, in
collaboration with Sandee Dunbar, D.P.A., OTR/L, assistant
dean of professional development. Academy graduates may be
considered to serve as officers and committee members. n
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T

FORT LAUDERDALE

he more we advocate

for audiology and educate
our representatives and
senators, the better the

Clockwise from left, NSU
audiology students Kelly
Sharpe, Caroline Sosa,
Shannon McCormick, Taylor
Paige, and Heather Marinell
are shown in Washington, D.C.

outcome for our profession
in the long run.

Advocates in Action
NSU Students Visit Capitol Hill
BY KELLY SHARPE, SECOND-YEAR STUDENT

As audiology students, we encounter regular advocacy

member of Congress is intimidating, and many don’t

action alerts from our national and state audiology

feel comfortable discussing the specifics of legislation.

organizations urging us to contact our congressional

Given these challenges, the question often emerges:

representatives to take action on a legislative or regula-

How do we inspire our colleagues to make that leap

tory issue. Some of us respond immediately, sending

from thinking about advocacy to becoming an advocate?

a letter to Capitol Hill or making a phone call to a
congressional office. However, more of us make a
mental note to take action, but don’t follow through
as we juggle our busy lives.

On May 8, 2015, five NSU audiology students turned
their interest in advocacy to action. After nearly a year
of planning, we made the trip from South Florida to
Washington, D.C., to advocate for the profession. The

Others would like to become more involved and just

group joined the American Academy of Audiology

don’t know how or where to begin. Speaking to a

advocacy staff members for a full day on Capitol Hill,

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 14
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beginning with a morning briefing that was followed

relating to audiology. It was nice to see what we were

by meetings at various House of Representatives and

advocating for had an impact on some of these staffers.

Senate offices.

This truly was the experience of a lifetime. Advocacy

The congressional meetings were much more person-

begins and ends with the students, because we are

able than I initially expected, as I had envisioned these

the future of the profession. The more we advocate

staffers as being no-nonsense individuals who had very

for audiology and educate our representatives and

full agendas. I was pleasantly surprised to see how

senators, the better the outcome for our profession

empathetic the congressional staffers were. In fact,

in the long run. n

some staffers even shared personal experiences

Inaugural Vestibular Specialty Seminar
BY PATRICIA A. GAFFNEY, AU.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

This year, the college offered a new Vestibular Specialty
seminar. The seminar’s goal is to offer students who have
an interest in specializing in this area of audiology an
opportunity to take a third elective class that will expand
on their knowledge foundation to better prepare them
for clinical practice. As part of the seminar, students
learn in the classroom and in the clinical setting, with
an emphasis on evidenced-based clinical practice.
Students are eligible to take the seminar if they receive
an A or A- in both the introductory and advanced

From left: Taylor Unger, Jennifer Laws, Patricia Gaffney, Melissa
Cordova, and Sarah Daniel

vestibular courses, write a letter of interest, and are in

The area of vestibular sciences has grown immensely over

inaugural year, four third-year students elected to take it.

the past two decades, particularly in regard to vestibular
assessment. Many new test procedures have been
discovered and fine-tuned to assess areas of the vestibular labyrinth in a clinical setting that previously were
very difficult or impossible to test on clinical patients.
Related to the rapid growth in this knowledge base,
there is an increased demand for students to have the
knowledge and skill to assess and treat patients who
complain of dizziness and imbalance. All U.S. audiology
programs offer some vestibular foundation. However,
in many universities, this may be taught by a faculty
member who either does not see patients or does not
possess a significant interest in the vestibular topic.

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 15

good academic standing in the program. In the seminar’s

“Taking this vestibular specialization class meant having
the chance to really delve into and further explore the
realm of vestibular functions,” said audiology student
Sarah Daniel. “It provided the opportunity to use and
learn from equipment I may not have access to in the
near future. In addition, different guest lecturers,
combined with interactive learning exercises from
various fields of practice, helped put in perspective
the comprehensive care needed for patients with
dizziness and imbalance. Through Dr. Patricia Gaffney’s
guidance, as well as this class, I have gained the knowledge to confidently provide care for patients facing
vestibular issues.” n
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Ireland Trip Provides Eye-Opening Insights
Students and faculty members from NSU’s College of Health

parents on a respite weekend, as well as to assess children in

Care Sciences and College of Optometry recently returned

the satellite location of ChildVision located in County Cork.

from the Fourth Annual Leadership Ireland trip.

Students met with the center’s administrators, as well as with

Several NSU faculty members served as presenters during a

therapists and orientation and mobility instructors, during

daylong workshop focusing on visual impairment and autism

their weeklong stay. The students also kept a journal about

at ChildVision, the National Education Centre for Blind

their leadership experiences and discussed future develop-

Children in Dublin, Ireland. In addition, several faculty

ment opportunities at the center. n

members traveled throughout the country to meet with

Interprofessional Excursion—(from left) Leadership Ireland participants Nicole
Patterson, O.D.; Stacey Coulter, O.D.; Adrienne Lauer, Ed.D., OTR/L; Madeliene
Marianacci, M.O.T. student; Jenna Knudtson, M.O.T. student; Kristin Winston, Ph.D.,
OTR/L; Jill Zongolowitz, M.O.T. student; Emma Vandenburg, M.O.T. student;
Stephanie Palazzolo, M.O.T. student; and Katie Sipula, Florida State University
orientation and mobility student.
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TAMPA

Faculty Highlights
Mariana D’Amico
Gets FAOTA Award
Mariana D’Amico, Ed.D.,
OTR/L, associate professor
and director of professional
development, was named
to the American Occupational Therapy Association
(AOTA) Roster of Fellows
at the association’s 95th
Annual Conference and Expo, which was held April
16–19 in Nashville, Tennessee. As a fellow, D’Amico can
now use the initials FAOTA after her credentials. The
Roster of Fellows recognizes occupational therapists
who, through their knowledge and expertise, have made
a significant contribution to the continuing education
and professional development of AOTA members. n

Certification Pins Symbolize
Doctoral Transformation
Upon completion of their doctoral certification,
class of 2015 students received their doctoral
certification pins. The pins symbolize that
students are well on their way to becoming
occupational therapists. The ceremony is a
meaningful event that marks the entry of O.T.D.
students into the doctoral level of their occupational therapy education. Gustavo Reinoso,
Ph.D., OTR/L, assistant professor, started the
ceremony and emphasized the pin’s significance.
“This pin means you are not walking alone, and
it memorializes your commitment to the pro-

Thomas Decker Embraces
Academic Appointment

reminder that you will always be a part of your

After many years of clinical, business, and fieldwork

alma mater—Nova Southeastern University.” n

fession of occupational therapy,” he said. “It is a

education experiences, Thomas Decker, O.T.D., OTR/L,
accepted an appointment as assistant professor and
academic fieldwork coordinator with the NSU Tampa
Entry-Level Doctor of Occupational Therapy program.
Decker is a cofounder of Advance Therapy Systems Ltd.,
a private therapy practice in Dundalk and Dublin, Ireland. He has been a clinician and educator for 20 years. n
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Student Organization Engages
with Tampa Bay Community
BY JORDAN POWERS AND JONATHAN PITTS, O.T.D. STUDENTS

Over the past several months, the Student Occupational

only provide a hot meal to those in need, but to also

Therapy Association (SOTA) has given back tremen-

give them a sense of personhood and belonging.

dously to the community. By volunteering with charity
organizations and government agencies, the association’s
members have used their unique skills as occupational
therapy students to lend a helping hand to those in need.

Changing things for the better is a common theme in
occupational therapy, and the students have demonstrated this by participating in several CarFit events.
Endorsed by the Florida Department of Transportation

For example, they assisted individuals to be safer

and developed by the American Occupational Therapy

in their cars and ensured that individuals who are

Association and the American Association for Retired

homeless have a healthy meal. In doing so, they have

Persons, CarFit seeks to help older adults fit better in

gone above and beyond to demonstrate their commit-

their cars. During these events, the students helped

ment to the core values of the profession and NSU.

inform, demonstrate, and facilitate safe-driving practices.

Several SOTA members volunteered at Trinity Café,

Through these events, the students have left an

which is a local charity organization that has been

indelible impression in the community, as well as

providing meals for the past 14 years to those who

in the O.T.D. program. n

are homeless and hungry. Trinity Café’s goal is to not
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hanging things

for the better is a
common theme in
occupational therapy.

Pi Theta Epsilon Inducts
NSU Tampa Chapter
Under the direction of Sheila Longpré, M.O.T., OTR/L,
assistant professor, the Entry-Level Doctor of Occupational
Therapy Program at the NSU Tampa Campus recently inducted
10 members into its new Pi Theta Epsilon chapter. “Pi Theta
Epsilon is a specialized honor society for occupational therapy
students enrolled in professional entry-level programs at
accredited educational programs across the United States,” said
Longpré, who serves as the faculty adviser for the honor society.

O.T.D. Graduating Class Leaves
Its Mark: The Legacy Project

“The mission of Pi Theta Epsilon is to promote research and
scholarship among occupational therapy students,” she said. n

The class of 2015 is leaving a legacy at the
NSU Tampa Campus thanks to the creation
of a virtual community called Scholars for the
Advancement of Occupational Science (SAOS).
The mission of SAOS is to inspire, promote,
and contribute to the advancement of occupational science within the global community.
Additionally, the graduating class launched a
scholarly journal, which is essential to achieve
the organization’s mission. The publication,
called the Journal for the Advancement of
Occupational Science, will serve as a platform for contributors from around the world,
including current students, recent graduates, occupational therapy practitioners, and
professionals from a variety of disciplines. n

Class of 2017 White Coat Ceremony
Marks Professional Commitment
The class of 2017 began its transformation into doctoral
preparation when the students received their white coats
during a ceremony that plays an important role in the lives of
future occupational therapists. While traditionally it signals
the transition into clinical work, in the O.T.D. program, it
marks their entry into professional coursework. According to
Mirtha Whaley, Ph.D., OTR/L, assistant professor, accepting
the white coat means also accepting the responsibility of
entering, as a student, into a community of professionals.
It serves as a reminder of professional values, respect for
clients and peers, integrity, and caring. n
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Thinking Fast

Physician Assistant Student Saves Baby
BY PAMELA JAFFEY, M.D., FCAP, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

“He shouted, ‘Is there a doctor?’ and then hurried over
to me,” said Santamaria. “The lobby was full of
patients, and I guess he spotted me wearing my
white coat. He asked if I was a doctor. I told him
no, I’m a student and asked how I could help.”
The man told her that his baby was not breathing, so
Santamaria hurried over with him to a stroller, which
contained a two-month-old baby whose eyes were closed.
Santamaria quickly observed that the baby was not
displaying chest-wall movement. “I put my finger under
the baby’s nostrils and found no warm air coming from
Michelle Santamaria, class of 2015 PA student,
is shown at Memorial Regional Hospital.

While participating in her cardiology rotation at the
Memorial Medical Office Center in Hollywood,
Florida, Michelle Santamaria experienced the thrill
of a lifetime when she was able to save a baby’s life.
At the time, Santamaria, who is a class of 2015 physician
assistant student, was taking a short break to buy a cup
of coffee during a typically busy day on her rotation.
As she was waiting at the coffee stand, a sudden drama
unfolded when a man stepped out of the nearby elevator.

150965 NSU HPD Perspectives.indd 20

the nose. All of a sudden, the baby’s cheeks turned blue,
so I immediately started chest compressions,” she said.
Because the baby had a circular metal device surrounding her head, which seemed to be holding her chin
aligned, Santamaria was hesitant to give rescue breaths.
“Thankfully, within 30 seconds, the bluish color disappeared, and the baby opened her eyes. She coughed
weakly, as if she was attempting to expel something.”
At this time, both a physician and nurse practitioner
joined Santamaria, and the three of them rapidly
wheeled the stroller to the physician’s nearby office.
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Class of 2015 PA Team Breaks
Another Challenge Bowl Record
The baby’s eyes closed once again, so the phy-

BY PAMELA JAFFEY, M.D., FCAP, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

sician started chest compressions, causing
her eyes to reopen—but only temporarily.
The nurse practitioner, noting that the baby had
a gastrostomy tube, asked the mother if she had
a portable airway suction device with her. Fortunately, the mother did, and Santamaria and the
nurse practitioner proceeded to insert the device
down the baby’s nose and suction airway secretions.
The mother indicated that she had needed to use
the device because the baby had trouble clearing
secretions. Upon suctioning the secretions, the
baby gave a strong cry and grew very alert.
Although her condition was much improved, it was
evident from retractions of her respiratory muscles
that she was still struggling to breathe. It was at
this time that emergency medical services arrived,
administered oxygen to the baby via a mask, and
then took her to the emergency department at

From left: Posing with the hard-earned Challenge Bowl competition
trophy are Farah Alli (student coach); Cally Espergard (team member);
Nelson Guzman, D.H.Sc., PA-C, (FAPA president); Julie Herman (team
member); Michelle Santamaria (team member); and Alicia Bolden,
M.P.A.S., PA-C (coach).

The Physician Assistant (PA) program would like to
acknowledge the remarkable achievements of the PA
class of 2015 Challenge Bowl team. The NSU squad
won the annual medical Challenge Bowl competi-

Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital.

tion, which is run by the Florida Academy of Phy-

Santamaria realized that airway secretions had

this as the first consecutive win in FAPA history.

cut off oxygen supply to the baby’s lungs, causing
cardiorespiratory arrest. Consequently, if Santamaria had not started chest compressions when she
did, the baby would most certainly have died.
Santamaria described her lifesaving actions with
a calm demeanor, which is the same behavior she
displayed when the baby’s terrified father initially
approached her. “I was in the right place at the right
time,” Santamaria modestly stated. “Thanks to the
cardiac life-support training I received from NSU’s

sician Assistants (FAPA), again this year, marking

Class of 2015 PA students on the winning team this
year were Cally Espegard, Julie Herman, and Michelle
Santamaria. Last year, the class of 2015 team was the
first to win as first-year PA students in the eight years
the competition had been hosted by the FAPA.
This year, the Challenge Bowl was held on February 14
at the Buena Vista Palace resort in Orlando. It was
fortuitous that the final question was about Dressler’s
syndrome—a topic the trio of team members reviewed

PA program, I was well prepared to help the baby.”

during its final practice just hours before the com-

Her heroic rescue of the baby, however, required

hard work of the team members since they began

more than prior training. Santamaria was extraor-

training as first-year students in the fall of 2013.

dinary in being able to maintain her composure
under such stressful conditions, to think so
fast, and to apply her training so skillfully. n
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petition. The victory reflects the commitment and

The team was superbly coached by Alicia Bolden,
M.P.A.S., PA-C, assistant professor, and Farah Alli,
class of 2015 student. n
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FORT MYERS

Class of 2016
Conducts
High School
Sports Physicals
BY JENNIFER KAY, PA STUDENT,
CLASS OF 2016

Walking through the doors of a high
school on a Saturday morning in April
gave me a flashback to my high school
days. On this day, however, I was there
with a new purpose—to help the students
by using my physical examination skills
while receiving support from my professors and doctors from the community.
The class of 2016 Fort Myers physician assistant students

At Naples High School, our professor, Janet Sparker, PA-C,

went to three high schools in Naples, where hundreds

did the cardiac exams while we checked the students’ vital

of middle and high school students gathered to receive

signs and conducted the abdominal, lung, and ENT exams.

exams required before they could participate in a variety

Our medical director, Frederick Paola, M.D., and Nelson

of sports. We were all excited to be able to use our equip-

Guzman, PA-C, kept us organized and rechecked any

ment and examine real patients, but we were also a little

abnormal findings we discovered. Somehow, we managed

nervous as we haven’t had much experience, especially

to be efficient and systematically do a complete physical on

with teenagers.

several hundred students in a few hours.

Within 30 minutes of our arrival, the doors were opened

Performing high school physicals was a great patient care

to a horde of potential young athletes who were chattering

experience prior to beginning our clinical year. We felt

nervously with their cell phones in hand. We had to

connected to the local community, where many of our

improvise and create exam tables from library tables, as

preceptors are located, and we were grateful for the

well as figure out how to protect the modesty of the

opportunity to give something back to the community

students and make them feel comfortable in a group-

that supports us in our clinical year. We were also appre-

exam setting. The students were screened in either the

ciative of the well-timed boost to our self-confidence as

gym or cafeteria and then sent to individual stations

health care providers—right before we embarked on the

for vital signs reviews and examinations.

second half of our training. n
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e felt connected to the

local community, where

many of our preceptors

PA Program Named
2015 Ethics Bowl Champions
BY AILA RAWLINS, PA STUDENT, CLASS OF 2016

are located, and we were

The NSU Ethics Bowl, which was won by our

grateful for the opportunity

to delve into the ethical complexities of health

Fort Myers PA team, served as a great opportunity
care as we faced tough competition from all the

to give something back to

NSU PA programs and other programs from

the community that supports

of Nursing.

us in our clinical year.

the College of Health Care Sciences and College

My teammates—Eric Bertha, Nikki Iozzia, and
Heather Robbins—and I were a little nervous
about making the drive over to Fort Lauderdale
on a weeknight in the middle of the semester, but
the camaraderie of the other teams made it an
enjoyable experience. Our coach and medical

Katheryn Knutson Joins
Fort Myers Faculty

director, Frederick Paola, M.D., as well as many

The College of Health Care Sciences extends a warm

an inflatable shark to cheer us on through a video

welcome to Katheryn Knutson, D.H.Sc., M.H.Sc., PA-C,
who recently joined the college as an assistant professor.
After receiving her bachelor’s degree in science from
Stetson University, she entered the NSU Physician Assistant Program in Fort Lauderdale, graduating in 1998.
After relocating to the Fort Myers area, she spent the
next 16 years in clinical practice, during which she
completed a Master of Health Science and a Doctor of
Health Science degree, both through NSU. Prior to
accepting her current full-time position, Knutson served
in an adjunct teaching capacity with the Fort Myers PA
program since its inception. In her new role, Knutson
is codirecting courses, such as Clinical Medicine and
Surgery and Pharmacology. She is a member of the
college’s Committee on Student Progress, Clinical
Testing Committee, and Curriculum Committee. n
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of our classmates, set up decorations, posters, and
connection from Fort Myers.
Although we held mock Ethics Bowl sessions
over lunch in the weeks prior to the event, it was
our ethics course that laid the foundation and
allowed us to analyze the cases quickly and form
our positions. Our coach encouraged us to
examine even seemingly straightforward cases
from multiple perspectives in the context of
different ethical principles and moral laws.
One of the most memorable aspects of the Ethics
Bowl was the overwhelming spirit of camaraderie
between the different programs. Events like the
NSU Ethics Bowl serve to remind us that we are
part of a larger community, with common goals.
They teach us the value of a strong ethical
foundation for our professions. n
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Students Assist in Disaster Drill, Serve as Mock Trauma Victims
BY IRIS M. REYNOLDS, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Earlier this year, an invitation was

to be of assistance to the community,

Derrick Osso, B.A., who serves as

extended to Susan Ryan, Ed.D., PA-C,

but to immerse themselves in a level

one of the assistant directors of

R.N., assistant professor, by the

of cross training that would prove

program development and recruit-

Osceola County Office of Emergency

to be an invaluable experience. As

ment at the NSU Orlando Campus,

Management to assist in a mass-

soon as Ryan approached the class

was present at the event and ensured

casualty exercise that would test the

of 2016 with this offer, 14 PA stu-

that several graphic scenes from

county’s emergency response skills.

dents eagerly agreed to volunteer.

the intense simulated rescue were

To assist in the endeavor, the Office of
Emergency Management asked Ryan
if students from the PA program at
the NSU Orlando Campus would
be willing to participate as mock
trauma victims in the experience.

Early on the morning of April 7, Ryan
accompanied the students and met
with the organizers of the disaster
drill at Osceola Heritage Park, where
they would be representing trauma

captured with his camera. According
to Osso, the students were “awesome,” with many of them giving
Oscar-worthy performances as they
served as mock trauma patients.

patients at the scene of a disaster. The

The mock drill offered an advantage

Not surprisingly, the program admin-

students were directed to specific

in cross training for health care

istrators were extremely supportive of

areas and were triaged via color

providers as they worked together

the idea. Seizing the opportunity, the

coding by emergency personnel.

and learned from each other. Par-

PA students were excited to not only
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students to witness both the tre-

don’t really know what it is like

Orlando. Assuming the roles of

mendous talent and dedication of

from the patient’s perspective.

emergency health care providers,

the emergency response teams and
supporting personnel. In addition,

“I gained more of an understanding
of what a patient, or even a family

the students were exposed to a

member of a patient, goes through in

side of health care not witnessed
by all health care providers.

an emergency situation,” she added.
“There is panic, fear, and also pain

the students worked alongside doctors, nurses, and paramedics
in a busy emergency-room setting,
adding the component of interprofessional education to their
NSU educational experience.

By being allowed to empathize with

if injured. You feel disoriented and

trauma victims and face the suffer-

overwhelmed, so the EMS teams

Ryan confirmed these experiences

ing that can accompany emergency

become your lifeline until you get to

provided the students with a unique

situations, students found them-

the hospital and the hospital takes

view of health care as seen from

selves mulling over the caliber of

over. I think this experience will

the perspective of both patient and

health care they would eventually

help me to better treat my patients

provider. “It will serve as a reminder

provide to their patients. “It was

in the future by helping me under-

that the practice of medicine is not

such a great opportunity to vol-

stand the emotional toll a trauma-

only a science, but that it is also an

unteer as a victim,” said Shaunte

tizing experience has on a patient.”

art,” she explained. “Both are essen-

Yates. “Having worked in the ER for
so many years as a scribe prior to
school, I’m learning how to treat
and take care of patients. But you

Later in April, a number of students
participated in a live simulation
event in collaboration with the
First Response Training Group in

tial parts of the unwritten social
contract that exists between health
care providers and those
they serve.” n

Class of 2012 Alumna Follows Her Dream
BY IRIS M. REYNOLDS, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

“With Pike’s Peak as a backdrop, the citizens of Colorado
Springs aren’t shy about telling visitors what makes their

Melissa James, M.M.S., PA-C, found her way to the
Dream Centers of Colorado Springs, which is where she

community so special,” said Saul Gonzalez,

chose to invest the skills and training she

Religion & Ethics NewsWeekly’s correspon-

gained at the NSU Orlando Campus.

dent. “There’s the U.S. Olympic Training
Center; the U.S. Air Force Academy; historic
neighborhoods with fine old homes; and lots
of ways to enjoy a healthy, outdoor lifestyle.
However, Colorado Springs is also known
for something else—as an epicenter of
evangelical faith and activism.”

Throughout El Paso County, 40,000 are
without medical care, which is why the
Dream Centers of Colorado Springs strives
to meet the medical, physical, and spiritual
needs of an overwhelmingly underserved
population. “It’s a privilege to come to a
place where not only are needs being met free of

Amid the many Christian organizations found sprinkled

charge, but the people are treated with respect and

over the landscape of Colorado Springs, 2012 alumna

love,” said James. n
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A Special Team: Faculty Members and Students Help
Young Adults with Autism “Go for the Gold”
MELISSA MORAN TOVIN, PH.D., M.A., PT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, AND SUZANA
SIMOES, D.P.T., M.S., PT, NCS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Thanks to the efforts of organiza-

adaptive sports programs for

tions such as Autism Speaks, as

children with ASD to facilitate

well as our own Center for Autism

physical activity, there are rela-

and Related Disorders (NSU-

tively few that target older teens

CARD), the general public has

as they transition to adulthood.

become increasingly more aware

Melissa Tovin, Ph.D., M.A., PT,

of the rising incidence of autism in

has been working with children

the United States and around the

with ASD for more than 15 years.

globe. Currently, 1 in 68 chil-

Over the past several years, many

dren are diagnosed with autism

of the children and families she

(CDC, 2015), and this rate has

has worked with have experienced

been on the rise since the 1990s.

a surprising lack of programs

In response to this increase, health

available for their child once he or

care providers and government

she reached the age of 18. Moreover,

officials have recognized the need

once these children exit the school

to provide early services and

system at age 22, there are little to

support for families and children.

no organized programs to facili-

Currently, there are more educa-

tate physical activity and fitness.

tional and therapeutic programs
for children with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) than ever before.
The importance of physical activity
in regard to overall wellness for
individuals with ASD is well
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documented. Children with autism
have a higher risk of childhood
obesity than their typically developing peers. While there are a number
of local South Florida therapeutic
programs, summer camps, and

Recognizing this need, Tovin, along
with Suzana Simoes, D.P.T., M.S.,
PT, NCS, and three doctoral-level
physical therapy students developed
a program to promote physical
fitness in young adults with ASD in
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Opposite page, a runner goes for gold
in the 100-yard dash. Right, an athlete
shows good sportsmanship.

Broward County. Little did they know the full
impact the program would have on the
participants and their families.
In coordination with Special Olympics, located on
the NSU main campus, Tovin and Simoes organized
a Broward County track team consisting of eight
individuals with ASD who ranged in age from 20 to
25. D.P.T. students Greg Alban, Genevieve Lyke, and
Melissa Morales performed preseason fitness testing
on all the participants and developed a 12-week training program designed to meet the participants’
individual needs.
The team met once a week for 12 weeks and participated in three Florida Special Olympics Games
at the county, regional, and state levels. The program’s goal was to improve physical fitness, but
also to educate the participants and families about
the physical, social, and emotional benefits of exercise.

difficult, but after the first team practice, and with
the help and support of the NSU volunteers, he was
excited and looked forward to meeting with the team

The participants called themselves the NSU Tiger

each week. This was an all around enjoyable experi-

Sharks and were provided with team uniforms by

ence for him from both a fitness and social perspec-

Broward County Special Olympics. Each participant

tive, allowing him the amazing opportunity to feel a

competed in individual as well as relay races. Over-

sense of belonging to a group and make new friends.”

all, the team brought home many first-, second-, and
third-place ribbons. Additionally, one of the Tiger
Sharks’ relay teams, as well as three team members
who placed first in the Area Games, qualified for
the State Games held in Orlando in May. Qualifiers
progress to the state level based on a lottery system,
and one team member competed at the State Games.
As anticipated, each participant improved his or her

The experience also had an impact on the participating NSU faculty members and students. “Fitness
and wellness have gained new meaning to me since
I began working with young adults with ASD,” said
Simoes. “The opportunity to work with and provide
services consisting of meaningful, health-related
activity was truly unique. Each training day became
an opportunity to witness effort and enthusiasm, to

level of fitness throughout the season. The social and

foster a sense of teamwork, to build a spirit of coop-

emotional benefits of participation for the athletes, as

eration and participation, and to facilitate social

well as their families, were striking. According to one

interaction and mutual support,” she added. “Ulti-

parent, “Participating in this Special Olympics team

mately, we were there to provide and serve; how-

was a very positive experience for my son. Getting

ever, the experience turned out to be a two-way

him to participate in group sports has always been

street. We ended up receiving just as much as we
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gave—gratitude, hope, love, and friendship—
and the realization that in life, everyone
has something to give and to receive.”
Students also felt rewarded by the experience.
According to Alban, “It has been an amazing
experience putting many of the skills learned
in the classroom into practice working with
our Special Olympics team. It brought me
great satisfaction seeing our team work
hard, succeed in competition, and create
new friendships.”
“One of my favorite things about this experience was seeing how much confidence the
participants gained,” said Lyke. “During the
first day of practice, hardly anyone would
talk to one another, and I could see the
hesitation while performing the exercises.
After only a few practices, however, they
would run to meet the rest of the group
and couldn’t wait to start running. It was
heartwarming to see everyone cheering and
congratulating each other during the events.”
“It was great to be able to work with the young
athletes for more than a month,” added
Morales. “They all were eager each and every
day to train and improve. Not only was it
amazing to see improvements in all aspects,
but also to see the joy they all expressed after
receiving their ribbons. It was priceless.”
Tovin and Simoes plan to continue the
training program next season, but intend
to add an interprofessional component
by involving faculty members and students from other college departments. n

Students Participate in Boating and
Beach Bash for People with Disabilities
BY KIM SMITH, D.P.T., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

The weather was sunny and clear for a day at the park
during the Seventh Annual Boating and Beach Bash for
People with Disabilities, held March 21 at Spanish River
Park in Boca Raton. According to the group’s website
(boatingbeachbash.com), “The bash has grown to become
the largest free fun day in America for children, adults,
and Purple Heart recipients with physical and or intellectual challenges and their caregivers.”
As a start to their spring break, first- and second-year physical
therapy students served as bash volunteers in collaboration
with the therapy staff of the college’s community partner—
Pinecrest Rehabilitation of Delray Medical Center. In the
park, participants were able to explore vendor booths, visit
exhibitors, and join in the fun-zone activities. “During the
little bit of free time we had, I perused some of the vendors,”
said second-year student Joshua Pietzke. “It was interesting
to see some of the inventions, products, and animals aimed
at making lives easier.”
The first-year students assisted with an obstacle course,
engaging and cheering on participants to complete tasks, and
encouraging physical participation. To keep the participants’
spirits up, several students even volunteered to dress up as
superhero characters. “We were surprised by how much fun
we had greeting people and bringing smiles to their faces,”
said first-year student Susan Valdes.
Free boat rides up and down the Intracoastal Waterway
were the highlight of the day. The second-year students
assisted both the participants and their caregivers to get
safely on and off the boats, under the supervision of Lisa D.
Quillan, PT, a Pinecrest Rehabilitation physical therapist,
and NSU faculty members Jennifer Canbek, Ph.D., PT, NCS,
and Kim B. Smith, D.P.T., PT.
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hysical therapy students

served as bash volunteers

in collaboration with the
therapy staff of the college’s
community partner—
Pinecrest Rehabilitation of
Melissa Freedman, D.P.T. class of 2017,
takes a break with three service dogs at
the Boca Raton Beach Bash.

Delray Medical Center.

“When transferring people, we had to be creative with
how they would get on the boats, because everyone had
different physical abilities, and most of the boats were
different in terms of their structure,” explained second-year student Marie Nardozza. “I enjoyed the chance
to problem-solve and feel like I made a difference for these
people, who usually would not be able to get on a boat.”
According to second-year student Daniel Thomas,
“The best part was being able to see how individuals with
disabilities interact recreationally in the community
with friends, family, and caregivers. We often see our
patients in the clinic, and it’s great to see what we are
preparing our patients to do when outside our sterile
clinic walls.”
Event founders, Jay and Lowell Van Vechten, praised the
students’ hard work and dedication. In a follow-up email
to our community partner, Pinecrest Rehabilitation, the
Van Vechtens stated, “The gentle manner in which you all
handled the participants was truly inspiring and has
changed the course of the bash.”

Students, Alumni
Represent NSU with
Honor at APTA Meeting
During the American Physical Therapy
Association (APTA) Combined Sections
Meeting, held February 5–7 in Indianapolis, Indiana, Ph.D. students and alumni
from PT Fort Lauderdale provided 16
educational sessions, as well as 5 platform
and 20-plus poster presentations. The
Combined Sections Meeting is the annual
assembly of the APTA and consists of
several stimulating days of programming,
networking opportunities, and an exhibit
hall filled with products and services. This
year, more than 10,000 physical therapists
from around the United States and the
world attended this meeting. n

Tiffany Charlson, a recreational therapist at the rehab
facility, also expressed her appreciation. “I cannot say
enough about how wonderful the students were with
working with the participants,” she said. “They were
quick-thinking, professional, and demonstrated what
big hearts they all have.” n
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Inter-University Service Learning
3 Universities + 3 PT Programs = 1 Unified Effort
BY DEBRA F. STERN, D.P.T., D.B.A., PT, DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL EDUCATION

Over the past few years, six faculty
members from the PT departments
at NSU, the University of Miami, and
Florida International University trained
to become clinical directors for the
Special Olympics Healthy Athlete FunFitness Screening program. On April
12, several of the participating faculty
members, along with 39 PT students
from the 3 universities, collaborated
on fitness-performance screenings at
the Special Olympics tennis competition at the University of Miami. This
was done with the intent of creating
harmonious relationships between the
students while serving the community.
Students were instructed to work in
pairs with a student from a school
While interprofessional education and practice are the

other than their own as faculty members super-

current focus in health care literature, there is another

vised the students as a group. Working with the

aspect of professional development that often gets

Special Olympians required patience, creativity,

ignored. When physical therapy graduates enter the

and a collaborative spirit to complete the screen-

workplace, they are expected to work within a physical

ings. Overall, 50 Special Olympians, with varying

therapy department with other physical therapists, as

communication skills and physical abilities, were

well as other health professionals in the organization.
The PTs are usually from different educational

screened. Each athlete also received a customized
exercise program to do on his or her own time.

programs and, therefore, from different institu-

The involved faculty members plan on continuing with

tional cultures. Additionally, they need to quickly

inter-university community service programming.

integrate into a team with a variety of person-

The more opportunities that can be provided, the

alities, cultures, and clinical approaches.

better prepared students can be for practice in the
real world, while also fulfilling community needs. n
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NSU Establishes Neurologic
Physical Therapy Residency Program
BY JENNIFER CANBEK, PH.D., PT, NCS, DIRECTOR OF
POSTPROFESSIONAL CLINICAL ADVANCEMENT

NSU, in partnership with Pinecrest Rehabilitation
Hospital at Delray Medical Center, recently established a Neurologic Physical Therapy Clinical
Residency Program.
Physical therapists are licensed health care practitioners who examine, evaluate, and treat people with
movement disorders. The purpose of clinical residency
programs is to provide clinical mentorship and didactic
information in a specialty area of clinical practice.
Postprofessional residency programs are designed for
licensed physical therapists. Consequently, successful
completion of a postprofessional residency in a particular specialty area makes the resident eligible to sit for
the American Board of Physical Therapy Specialists
(ABPTS) exam.
The specialist certification program provides formal
recognition of physical therapists’ advanced knowledge
and skill in a particular specialty area. The ABPTS
currently offers specialty certification in eight specialty areas of practice: cardiovascular and pulmonary, clinical electrophysiology, geriatrics, neurology,
orthopedics, pediatrics, sports, and women’s health.

A clinical residency program in physical therapy is
a postprofessional learning experience in a focused
area of clinical practice. The program is designed
to advance the physical therapist’s knowledge,
skills, and attributes in neurologic clinical practice. It also combines opportunities for one-on-one
clinical mentoring and didactic coursework based
on the American Physical Therapy Association’s
Description of Specialty Practice in Neurology.
Learning experiences include collaborative patientcare experiences, didactic courses focused on contemporary management of people affected by neurological
disorders, scientific inquiry, evidence-based projects,
and integration of principles of teaching and learning
in physical therapy. The curriculum is designed to
prepare residents for the Neurologic Clinical Specialist

The NSU-Pinecrest Rehabilitation Hospital (NSU-

certification exam through the ABPTS. The program

PRH) Neurologic Physical Therapy Residency Program

is recognized as a developing program and is currently

selected two residents for the program’s inaugural

seeking accreditation through the American Board of

year—Jennifer Lombardi, D.P.T., PT, and Donna Tadena,

Physical Therapy Residency and Fellowship Education.

D.P.T., PT. The NSU-PRH Neurologic PT Residency
Program is one of only three neurologic PT residency
programs in the state of Florida and is the only neurologic PT residency program located in South Florida.
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For more information, or to apply to the NSU-PRH
Neurologic PT Residency Program, please visit
www.nova.edu/chcs/pt/residency. n
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NSU News of Note
NSU Announces Three New Colleges to
Benefit Students and Meet Market Demand
The NSU Board of Trustees recently voted to create three
new colleges and programs, adding to the university’s more
than 150 degree offerings. The additions include establishing a College of Allopathic Medicine (M.D. program)
to complement NSU’s College of Osteopathic Medicine
(D.O. program), a College of Engineering and Computing, and an undergraduate Farquhar Honors College.
Frederick Lippman (second from left) with fellow
Health Care Heroes recipients

n	COLLEGE OF ALLOPATHIC MEDICINE

The College of Allopathic Medicine will help meet the
growing need for physicians nationally and regionally.

Frederick Lippman Named a
Health Care Hero

It also will complement the education currently offered

Frederick Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D., chancellor

university’s other extensive offerings of health profes-

of NSU’s Health Professions Division, was honored as a 2015 Individual of Merit by the Greater
Miami Chamber of Commerce at its 18th Annual
Health Care Heroes Awards held in May at Jungle
Island in Miami. The Health Care Heroes Awards
program recognizes individuals, institutions,
professionals, students, volunteers, and programs that, through their individual or collective
actions, have made an extraordinary impact
in the South Florida health care community.
Lippman was selected for his leadership in the
South Florida community and beyond, particularly in the areas of health and well-being. He
has made it his priority to enhance interprofessional relationships and understanding, increase
programs for health care careers that are in
demand, and focus on educating future health
care practitioners on the importance of providing care in underserved population areas. n

in the College of Osteopathic Medicine along with the
sions degree programs. NSU will be the only university
in the southeastern United States and the first in
Florida to house both an osteopathic and allopathic
medical school.
n	COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING

The College of Engineering and Computing will combine the Ph.D. and master’s degree programs formerly
housed in the Graduate School of Computer and
Information Sciences and bachelor’s degree programs
across computer science, engineering, and information
sciences from the College of Arts and Sciences. The
college will offer a new Bachelor of Science in General
Engineering degree that will begin in the fall of 2016.
n	FARQUHAR HONORS COLLEGE

The undergraduate Farquhar Honors College will be
made up of students who meet high academic standards, including those who are also part of certain
highly competitive scholarship programs. Students
who complete the Honors College programs will
receive special acknowledgement on their diplomas
and transcripts and at commencement ceremonies. n
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Calendar of Events
nO
 CTOBER 6–7, 2015

Multicultural Bowl Family Feud Challenge
nO
 CTOBER 8, 2015

Hispanic Unity of Florida Entrepreneur Summit
nO
 CTOBER 15, 2015

Graduate Professional Series: Establishing Your Brand in Health Care
nO
 CTOBER 22, 2015

Graduate Education Fair
nN
 OVEMBER 12, 2015

Graduate Professional Series: Young, Fabulous, and Broke—Debt Management Workshop
nN
 OVEMBER 12, 2015

Distinguished Alumni Awards
nN
 OVEMBER 26–27, 2015

Thanksgiving (NSU closed)
nN
 OVEMBER 2015

Multicultural Marketplace Celebration (date TBA)
nD
 ECEMBER 9, 2015

Alumni Holiday Party
nD
 ECEMBER 24, 2015–JANUARY 3, 2016

NSU Winter Closure
n J ANUARY 20, 2016

Team 2020 Celebration
n FEBRUARY 2016

HPD Ethics Bowl Challenge (date TBA)
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS DIVISION
College of Health Care Sciences
3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33328-2018

NSU College of Health Care Sciences
Anesthesiology
Audiology
Cardiopulmonary
Health Science
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Physician Assistant

The College of Health Care Sciences strives to provide professionals with the skills necessary for the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease
and disabilities in order to assure optimum health conditions in the community and beyond. With an unwavering commitment to ethical practice and in
support of the Nova Southeastern University Core Values, the college endeavors to advance research, scholarship, and the development of leadership
skills utilizing traditional educational methods, distance learning, and innovative combinations of both to achieve its educational goals.

www.nova.edu/chcs
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